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Test of the proton-neutron interacting boson-fession model in the region around A = 190
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%e present systematic calculations on nuclei in the region around A =190within the framework
of the proton-neutron interacting boson-fermion model. Energy levels and electromagnetic proper-
ties of both positive and negative parity states in odd proton (77Ir,q9Au) and odd neutron (78Pt) nuclei
are compared with experimental data. A general good agreement is obtained with a few adjustable
parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade a considerable amount of experi-
mental information on collective excited states of odd-A
nuclei has been obtained with new or improved tech-
niques. In particular, the nuclear region around A =190
has been extensively explored via complementary on-line
and in-beam y-ray spectroscopy experiments (see, e.g.,
Refs. 1—8). This is a very complex region where nuclei
display a smooth transition from well-deformed prolate to
weakly deformed oblate shapes through soft fluctuating
triaxial forms, including various kinds of shape coex-
istence. Due to these original characteristics, the descrip-
tion of some nuclei around A = 190 has been undertaken,
in a geometrical approach, by several models, such as the
particle-vibration coupling model, the triaxial rotor-
plus-particle model, '0 the variable moment of inertia
(VMI) model, "or the particle-plus-y soft rotor model. '2

As an alternative approach to nuclear structure Iachello
and Scholten'3 have extended the interacting boson model
(IBA) (Refs. 14—16) to odd-A nuclei. This extension has
been called the interacting boson-fermion approximation
model (IBFA). In the IBFA the collective states in odd-
even nuclei are described in terms of a mixed system of
interacting bosons and a single fermion. A large variety
of odd-A nuclei have been described with a version of this
model'7 2' (IBFA-1}in which no distinction is made be-
tween neutron and proton degrees of freedom. In order to
get a more realistic description of nuclei, the next step in
the development of the IBFA model is to include these de-
grees of freedom explicitly. This new model is called the
proton-neutron interacting boson-fermion approximation
model2~ or alternatively IBFA-2.

An interesting aspect of IBFA-2 is that it allows one to
study proton-neutron effects in odd-A nuclei. This can be
done by applying the model simultaneously to a chain of
odd-proton and odd-neutron isotopes which have the same
even-even core nuclei. The possible differences in the en-
ergy spectra between two odd-A nuclei mth a common
core nucleus can then be ascribed to the difference in cou-
pling between the odd-proton and the odd-neutron to the
core.

In IBFA-2 the interaction between the core, described
in terms of IBA-2, and the single fermion is described
essentially by two terms: (i} a quadrupole-quadrupole in-

teraction between the single proton (neutron) and the
neutron-bosons (proton-bosons) of the core, and (ii} an ex-
change term which takes into account the fact that
the single fr~ion is coupled to bosons which are built out
of feixnions that may occupy the same single-particle lev-
els as the single fermion.

In this paper we present a study within the IBFA-2 for
both positive and negative parity states of odd-neutron
platinum isotopes, odd-proton iridium isotopes, and the
unique parity nh9q2 level system in odd-proton gold iso-
topes. From an algebraic point of view, in the transitional
region around A =190 the even-even nuclei (Os-Pt)
present~7 a smooth and continuous change from SU(3} to
O(6) limits' of IBA. Therefore we describe the overall
trends of the energy spectra and electromagnetic proper-
ties of each family rather than giving a detailed descrip-
tion of each nucleus. In this way we are able to study a
large amount of experimental information with only a few
parameters, and we obtain a comprehensive view of this
nuclear region.

The aim of this work is to test the ability of the model
to reproduce the exp&uiments and to know at which extent
IBFA-2 represents an advantage with respect to IBFA-1.

In Sec. II we briefly present the IBFA-2 Hamiltonian.
We have performed single level calculations for the
description of the unique parity level systems (e.h ~~g2 1n

q71r, vi, 3~q in 7sPt, and eh»z in 7&Au), and multilevel cal-
culations for the study of positive parity levels in Ir iso-
topes and negative parity levels in Pt isotopes. The results
of these energy spectra calculations are presented in Sec.
111. Section IV is dedicated to the discussion of elec-
tromagnetic properties, and finally in Sec. V we present
the main conclusions of this work.

II. THE ISFA-2, HAMILTONIAN

In the IBFA-2 model the Hamiltonian is written as

8=Hg+HF+ VgF

where Ha is the IBA-2 Hamiltonian, Hz is the fermion
Hamiltonian describing the single-particle degrees of free-
dom, and Va~ is the interaction between the boson and
fermion degrees of freedom. The even-even core nucleus
Hamiltonian Hz is written as
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A (2). (2)&a = &dna, v+&vna, v+»»'Qs 'Qv

+V +V +M (2)

where the first two terms represent the single boson ener-
gies for protons (n ) and neutrons (v), respectively: s (v)
is the energy difference between d&„» and s&„» bosons,
and n~~„» is the number of proton (neutron) d bai»ans
(p=n, v hereafter)

PfgfP P yg P Pg e (3)

The quadrupole operator of the quadrupole-quadrupale
i~t~~actio~ between neutron and proton bosons with
strength ~ is expressed as

(4)

The terms V and V represent d-boson conserving
residual proton-proton and neutron-neutron interactions,
respectively.

L =0,2,4

The Majorana term included in (2) is given by:

M = gq(sQ„—d~„)' '(s d„—d~„)' '

—2 g gi(dg„}'~»(d d„)' '.
A, =1,3

The fermion Hamiltonian in (1) contains only one-body
terms

for odd neutron nuclei, and

V =I Q'„'.q' '+A+ +A (9)

for odd proton nuclei. The essential assumption on which
these expressions are based, is that since in even-even nu-

clei the proton-neutron quadrupole-quadrupole interaction
plays a dominant role in the description of low-lying col-
lective states, it is expected that the most important terms
in the boson-fex~. ion interaction also arise from a quadru-
pole force. Thus the first term in Eqs. (8) and (9)
represimts the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction between
bosons and fermions with

. P

where we have introduced the shell model occupation
probabilities, which in the generalized seniority scheme
are given by

uj
——aJN/gaJi(j'+ ,' )—

f'

1/2

treatment would not be possible. In several microscopic
approaches' ' the importance of the various terms in the
boson-fermion interaction has been studied. Based on
those approaches, Scholten and Dieperink have derived
in the generalized seniority scheme, using the number
operator approximation ' and the mapping procedure of
Ref. 32, the fallowing expressions:

(8)

g ~)u)mumm

.P

where the coefficients EJ are the single-particle energies in
the presence of N pairs and a& (a& } is the creation (de-
struction) operatar of a fermion in the state

l
jni ).

The interaction between the core and the odd nucleon
must be expressed by many different terms, especially be-
cause one has to take into account the effects of the Pauli
principle due to the composite character of the bosons.
Thus the number of parameters involved in such a general
expression of Vs+ is so high that a phenomenological

u&
——(1—uj }2 1/2

Here the aj's are the structure constants of the S pairs
creation operators and N the number of pairs. The coeffi-
cients Qjy are the reduced matrix elements of the spheri-
cal harmonics of rank two

(12)

The second term in Eqs. (8) and (9) is an exchange
term, which takes into account the effect of the Pauli
principle and arises from the interpretation af the bosons
as correlated pairs:

1/2

Q, 'p "(u u'+u u'):[(d'u')"»(u'sa" ']"': +H.c. , (13)

where the coefficients pj~' are related to the structure of
the D pairs" and are given by:

can be expressed from Eq. (13) by interchanging the
indices m and v. The third term in Eqs. (8) and (9)
represents a monopole-monopole interaction mth

. P

In the actual calculations the occupation probabilities
and the single-particle energies are calculated using the
Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) approximation rather
than the full generalized seniority scheme

E =[(8 —)I,)' '+hi]' i

uj = I —,
' [1—(s& —A, )/EJ ] I

'~

aild

u=(1 —u)2 1/2
l J
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This core-parf1clc interaction provides a siiilplc frame-

work for phenomenological calculations, thus the spectra
of odd-even nuclei can be obtained in terms of three pa-
rameters, namely the strengths of the quadrupole, the ex-

change, and the monopole terms, I z, Az, Az in Eqs. (8) and
(9}. For the present calculations we have used the com-
puter code ODDPAR written by Visscher and Bijker.

2f r/a

l

I I /2

2 go/2

III. THE ENERGY SPECTRA

In the region around A =190 one finds bands built on
the unique parity, high-j, single-particle levels (irh ii/3) in
the major shell 50-82 for protons and (vi»/3) in the 82-
126 shell for neutrons. These are the simplest situations
to be described. There are other more complicated config-
urations involving four or five single-particle levels. The
study of both situations provides a stringent test of the
IBFA-2 model. We have used the IBA-2 parameters for
the even-even cores from Ref. 27. The odd proton (neu-
tron} coupled to these cores is allowed to occupy the
single-particle levels displayed in Figs. 1(a) and (b). In
Tables I—III we present the results of the BCS calcula-
tion.

+ +1/x
+dora

~ ~
I &/22 d/a

Ql

-8 -- ~ ~ I /2

0/R
+~3ra

I 3/2

2~rra

(b)
A. Ir isotopes

The 77Ir isotopes are described in the IBFA-2 model by
coupling the odd hole proton to the corresponding even-
even 7s+'Pt IBA-2 core nucleus. For the negative parity
states there is only one single-particle level available in the
major shell 50-82: lhii/3. For the positive parity states
there are four single-particle levels: 3si/2, 2d3/2 2d5/2,
and 1g7/2. Besides these configurations, there also exists
an intruder 1h9/3 negative parity system of levels which
may be described by coupling the odd proton to the corre-
sponding even-even 76 'Os core. In our calculations we
do not consider the mixing between these h ii/2 and h9/2
bands, because the effect of the coupling is known to be
small. 3

FIG. I. Single particle levels (Ref. 3S}used in this work.

1. The chit/q system of levels

The experimental ' ' ' irh»/3 system of levels in-
cludes two strongly coupled rotational bands based on the

isomeric state and the —', level. In Fig. 2 we display
the experimental information of these levels along with
the theoretical IBFA-2 results. The parameters used in
the calculations are presented in Table IV. In Fig. 2 we
see that the IBFA-2 results reproduce the general trends
of the spectra. In particular, the lowering of the J=j+1
levels and the raising of the J=j+2 levels for decreasing

TABLE I. BCS parameters for Ir isotopes (E~ in MCV}. The unperturbed single-particle energies
used are given in Fig. 1.

185 E.
U2

3.310
0.982

1.646
0.922

1.379
0.884

2 d3//2

0.885
0.539

3$1%

0.926
0.349

4.596
0.009

U2
J

3.306
0.982

1.642
0.923

1.374
0.885

O.S80
0.538

0.922
0.347

4.597
0.009

U)

3.303
0.982

1.63?
0.923

1.369
0.885

0.875
0.537

0.918
0.345

4.598
0.009

191 3.299
0.982

1.633
0.923

1.365
0.886

0.871
0.536

0.915
0.343

4.600
0.009

193 3.296
0.983

1.629
0.924

1.360
0.886

0.866
0.535

0.911
0.341

4.601
0.009

195 3.293
0.983

1.624
0.924

1.356
0.887

0.861
0.534

0.907
0.339

4.602
0.009
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TABLE II. BCS parameters for the single j-orbit calculations in Pt and Au {E~ in MeV}. The unper-

turbed single-particle energies are given in Fig. 1.

Band A =185 A =187 A =191 A =193 A =195

l ~3' 0.883
0.515

0.897
0.604

0.942
0.688

1.020
0.762

1.130
0.822

1.269
0.868

E)
U2j

4.193
0.011

4.196
0.011

4.198
0.011

4.201
0.011

4.203
0.011

4.205
0.011

As in the IBFA-1 calculation' the strength of the ex-
change force had to be increased with decreasing value of
A in order to reproduce the trend of the J=j—1 state.
As in IBFA-1 the striking overall behavior of the —', , level

is reproduced but the theoretical values are too high.
In our calculation the monopole-monopole term is not

necessary. Hence we describe the features of the spectra
with only two parameters, one of them fixed and the other
varying smoothly from isotope to isotope.

In Fig. 3 we present a detailed comparison of the exper-
imental and calculated spectrum of the ' Ir isotope,
which shows the characteristics of the SU(3)-plus-particle
coupling scheme. For the heavier iridium isotopes we see
(Fig. 2) that their spectra are closer to an O(6)-plus-
particle scheme.

2. The eh g/s system of levels

As it is well known, ' ' ' along with the irh»/& nega-
tive parity band, the Ir isotopes present a —', system of
levels with the character of the decoupled band. This in-
truder band is described in IBFA-2 by coupling a proton
to the corresponding even-even 7sOs IBA-2 core nucleus
[7/Os X (irhg/2 )~'77 'Ir]. Figure 4 displays the experi-
mental and calculated levels for the hg/2 system in the Ir
isotopes. In Fig. 5 a more detailed spectrum of a single
isotope is shown. The orbital hg/q is far away from the
active major shell 50-82 so its occupancy is practically
null and thus the exchange term is unimportant. Hence in
this calculation we only need one parameter, the strength
of the quadrupole term which was fixed to I =0.3 MeV
for all the isotopes. Figure 4 shows that the calculation
reproduces the experimentally observed features. The
spectra of the hg/2 baild of the 77Ir isotopes look more
like a SU(3)-plus-particle scheme. This can be explained
by the fact that the even-even 7&Os isotopes have a larger
number of proton bosons than the corresponding Pt iso-
topes. Moreover, one must note that the available experi-
mental information on this band is mainly referred to the
lighter isotopes which are expected to have spectra close
to the SU(3)-plus-particle limit.

2.894
0.977

1.855
0.943

3p3n

0.881
0.610

~fsn

0.870
0.422

3P ]/2

1.112
0.183

TABLE III. BCS parameters for the negative-parity state
calculation (E» in MeV) in ' 5Pt. The unperturbed single-
particle energies are given in Fig. 1.

9. Positim parity states

The positive parity states are described by coupling the
1g7/g 2d 5/i 2d s/2 aiid 3s ]/2 shell model orbits to the
even-even core nuclei. In Fig. 6 the energy spec-
tra ~' are displayed. As one can see, the systemat-
ics of these low-energy levels shows a smooth variation
from 'g5Ir to ' Ir. The calculation reproduces the general
trends of the experimental values. The smoothness of the
variation of the energy levels is well described. The Ir nu-

clei have 77 protons and when one moves from isotope to
isotope the occupation probabilities of the single-particle
levels (v& ) and the quasiparticle energies (EJ} remain near-

ly constant. Therefore the effect of the exchange interac-
tion is almost the same for all the isotopes and the spectra
are determined by the quadrupole interaction. The latter
increases when N decrease determines the transition from
an O(6)-plus-particle to a SU(3)-plus-particle scheme. The
three parameters needed in the calculation were fixed for
all the isotopes: I =0.1 MeV, A =0.15 MeV, and

Ae = —0.2 MeV. FiIIure 7 disPlays the exPerimental and
calculated spectra of 'Ir in detail.

$. Pt isotopes

In the framework of the IBFA-2 model the odd-A 7sPt
isotopes are described by coupling the odd hole neutron to
the corresponding z&+'Pt core nucleus described by the
IBA-2 model. There is a single-particle level (viis/2) of
positive parity available to the odd neutron in the major
shell 82-126 and five of negative parity: Ihg/s, 2f7/2,
3pi/z, 2f, /2, and 3p, /2. Tables II and III display the re-
sults of a simple BCS calculation for the occupation prob-
abi1ities and quasiparticle energies.

1. Positive parity states

In Fig. 8 the experimental data ' ' ' s s 4' of the vi»/z
band are presented along with the IBFA-2 results. The
parameters used in these calculations are collected in
Table IV. A striking feature of these spectra is the ex-
istence in the heavier isotopes of mell-decoupled vi }3/p

bands and the presence at very low energy of the —", lev-
el. This is a consequence of the y softness of the core nu-
cleus [O(6) limit in IBA (Ref. 15}]. From the heavier to
the lighter isotopes there is a crossing between the J=j
and J=j—1 levels leading to a strong coupling scheme
[SU(3)-plus-particle limit in IBFA]. This behavior is
qualitatively reproduced by the calculation. The lowering
of the unfavored levels ( —", , —", , . . . ) is ascribed to the lo-
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IB? I89 l9I l93 l85 I87 I89 f9l I93

FIG. 2. Experimental (Refs. 6, 7, and 33—35) and IBFA-2 systematics of the mh ~~~~ band in Ir isotopes. The state P=—' is tak-

en as zero of energy. Numbers at the left of the curves are tmce the spin of the level.

cation of the Fermi level in the Nilsson model. In IBFA-
2 this feature is due (apart from the effect of the core) to
the exchange term which is related to the occupation
probabilities of the level. Thus this term is zero when the
level is full or empty and gets its maximum value when it
is occupied at fifty percent. The calculation also repro-
duces qualitatively the lowering of the J=j—2 level with
respect to the J=—", level. However, quantitatively the

calculated level is much higher than the experi-
mental value. There exists some evidence' ' that the
pickup reactions from —,

' states have a strength greater
than that expected from a Nilsson study for the —', + [624)
which indicates the presence of an intruder —,

' band.

This intruder band would come from the 2g9/g single-
particle orbital. Figure 9 presents a more detailed com-
parison between experiment and theory for a single nu-
cleus.

2. ¹gutiue purity states

The situation in odd-A Pt isotopes for the negative par-
ity states is quite complex due to the large density of
states below 1 MeV. Moreover, a study of the systematics
of the energy levels is impossible since there are a lot of
states with uncertain or no spin assignment. A more con-
cluding experimental investigation in this region would be
very desirable. Nevertheless and for the sake of complete-

TABLE IV. Boson-fermion interaction parameters used in the calculations.

~culation

h)I~ band

band
positive-parity states
l ]3~ band
negative-parity states
hg~ band

185
187
189

191,193
185—189
185—195
185—195

195
185—197

r,
(MeV)

0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.30
0.10
0.30
0.65
0.30

A~
(MeV)

0.80
O.SO

0.25
0.20
0.00
0.15
0.90
0.65
0.00

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

—0.2
—0.3
—0.5
—0.1
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23

211

181
l, Q-

Q

--I S
1

O. O -I I,

FIG. 3. Detailed comparison between experimental (Ref. 33) and IBFA-2 spectra for the h»~ system of levels in '"Ir. The lines

between levels denote total transition probabihties; solid for the strongest one and broken for weaker ones. Calculated transition
probabilities are based on 8 (E2) and 8 (Ml) values. Numbers in the figure are t~ice the spin.

e x p t.

I.O-

I 5

R I

I 5

I

lhl
1 V'

ness, we have calculated the energy spectrum of '9sPt for
which there exists a rather complete study. ' In this cal-
culation five single-particle levels in the major shell 82-
126 are involved (1h9/z 2f7/z 3p3/z 2fs/z and 3pt/z).
In Fig. 10 the experimental and the theoretical levels are
displayed. The parameters of this calculation are present-
ed in Table IV. We note that the calculation reproduces

only the number (11) of J= —,', —,
' states below 1 MeV.

All the calculated levels below 1 MeV are plotted in Fig.
10.

C. The intruder mh9q2 band in gold isotopes

Odd™A gold isotopes present, besides the mh»&2 band,
an intruder rrh9/z system of levels. This band is described
in the proton-neutron IBFA model by coupling the odd
proton in the 1h9/z single-particle level with the corre-
sponding Pt core nucleus: 7sPtX~h9/z~79+'Au. This is
a very simple case since the 1h9/z proton level is almost
empty and then the effect of the exchange term is practi-
cally negligible. So in this chain of isotopes the behavior
of the energy spectra is basically due to the quadrupole in-
teraction. In Fig. 11 we present the experimental and
the calculated spectra. The parameters used in the calcu-
lation are given in Table IV. The main features of the
spectra are well reproduced by the calculations. The sud-
den lowering in energy of the states J= —,', —', when

one goes towards the lighter isotopes is a clear evidence of
the increasing in the quadrupole interaction yielding a
strong coupling scheme [SU(3)-plus-particle]. On the oth-
er hand, the behavior of the J= —", state, at an energy

0.0- I:~ TABLE V. Quadrupole moments (in e b) for ' 'Ir and ' Ir.

I

I85 l89 IBT 189
Nucleus Expt. IBFA-2

FIG. 4. Experimental (Refs. 6, 7, and 33—36) and IBFA-2
systematics of the mh9~ intruder band in Ir isotopes. The state
Jj'=

z is taken as zero of energy. Numbers at the left of the

curves are twice the spin of the level.

191Ir

193I

'Reference 47.
bReference 48.

3+
2 ]
3+
2

+ 0.81{21)'

+ 0 73(19)

0.16
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FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 3 but for the ehut or the mh9/2 intruder band (Ref 3e s. 33 and 53) in ' Ir.
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FIG. 6. Ex erixperimental (Refs. 6,
is taken as zero of energy.

7 33 37, and 38) and IBFA-2 s
Numbers at the lef

-2 systematics of the-2 s e positive parity states in Ir isotopes. Th
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expt.
1.5—

15)
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T

f 9 )
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S2
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Q I

r
92

l7,
t, $32

I

I

I
I

0.0 —3 )

52
I

IJ~
I

7

ww 3

72

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 3 but for the positive parity states (Ref. 34) in ' 'Ir.

~exp'. l BFA —2,

1 &
& 0.5.

0.0& a

@+o

I

187 189
t

191 193 195
f 1

187 189
I

195

FIG. 8. Experimental (Refs. 3, 4, 8, 35, and 39—41) and IBFA-2 systematics of the vi »q2 band in Pt isotopes. The state J~= 'z

is taken as zero of energy. Numbers at the left of the curves are twice the spin of the level.
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t.o— I 9p

t91
91

I r

0.5—
f71

/ 9
1

7 I71

0.0 +3,

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 3 but for the vi~3~ band (Refs. 3 and 39) in '9'Pt.

fairly constant for all the isotopes, indicates that the effect
of the y softness in the core nuclei compensates for the ef-
fect of the quadrupole interaction. Other evidence of the
transition from the O(6)-plus-particle scheme to the
SU(3)-plus-particle scheme when the neutron number de-
creases is the crossing between the levels —,

' - —", and
which is reproduced by the calculations.

IV. ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
IN THE ISFA-2

e))
' ——— (j ~ ~

F'2'~ j(') (u;u; vJ vj )—.v'5

From the matrix elements of T(E2) we can proceed to
calculate B(E2)'s and quadrupole moments as follows:

(20)

In order to check the wave functions obtained by di-
agonalizing the Hamiltonian, we have calculated elec-
tromagnetic properties. The E2 moments and transition
probabilities give us an idea of the correctness of the bo-
sonic part of the wave functions because the main contri-
bution to them comes from the bosons. The Ml transi-
tions and moments will provide us with information about
the fermionic part of the wave functions, since they de-
pend mostly on it.

A. E2 transitions and quadrupo1e moments

We begin by writing the most general form of the one-
body E2 operator in IBFA-2

T(E2)=e Q +e„Q„+g eP'e&& [(aj.aj')' '+H c ), . .
J~J'

where Q and Q„are the bosonic quadrupole operators
for protons and neutrons, respectively, and, in general, are
given by

Q, =a,(std+ dtsg,"'+X,"'(d'd ),"',
e (e„) is the bosonic effective charge for protons (neu-
trons), eP' is the fermionic effective charge, and eJJ

' is
written as,

8. Ml transitions and magnetic moments

For Ml transitions the operator in IBFA-2 has the gen-
eral form

T(M l)=v'3/4n g v 10(dtd)"'+g„v 10(d d)'„"

+ g ej'J"((a&a&)"'+H c ], (21). .J~J"

where g~ (g„) is the effective g factor for proton (neutron)
bosons and

- &IJ 2 illa I+gs Ill,s, —,',j'&( , u+u, v)v;

(22)

here gI and g, are the single particle g factors.
P P

The expressions of B(Ml) and magnetic moments from
T(M1) are
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FIG. 10. Comparison between experimental (Ref. 41) and
IBFA-2 spectra for the negative parity states in '~ Pt.

2J;+1

p(&)= 4m J
3 J+18(M1;J~J)

(23)

C. Positive parity states

We have calculated 8(E2)'s for some transitions be-
tween low-lying states in ' ' Ir, for which there exist

experimental data. ' The results are presented in
Fig. 12. We have chosen az ——1 and X z

' ——Xz, so that the
quadrupole operator Qz is the same as the one used for
the Hamiltonian, and e =e„=e~ ' ——0.17 eh. The value
of the effective charge was taken to be equal for both
kinds of bosons and for the odd proton for the sake of
simplicity. This value has been taken from Ref. 27.

The agreement between experimental and calculatixi
values is poor. The calculations were performed without
any free adjustable parameter. In order to improve the re-
sults we tried some adjustment of the single-particle lev-
els. It turns out that the quality of the fits was not better,
on average, than that obtained with the energy levels
given in Fig. 1.

We have also calculated the quadrupole moments of the
ground states of ' ' ' Ir. The results are given in Table
V. The evaluated quadrupole moments are one order of
magnitude smaller than the experimental one.
This is probably due to the small value of X +X„used in
the ISA-2 core calculation, as it is claimed in Ref. 27.
This calculation yields very low values for the quadrupole
moment of the 2i+ states, and the states 2i+ and 3i+ very
high in energy. Moreover, the —,

'
&

state in '9'Ir and '~ilr

has 92%%uo and 94%, respectively, of (d i~2 X Oi+ )

Another option can be used for the effective charges by
letting e„change with the number of neutron bosons, as
proposed in Ref. 27. We have verified that this assump-
tion does not improve the results significantly.

As expected, the main contribution to the E2 matrix
elements is the bosonic one. The fermionic contribution is
only larger than 5% in some inhibited transitions.

We have calculated Ml reduced transition probabilities
between some positive parity states in ' ' Ir and they
are displayed in Table VI. The values of the parameters

g~ and g„appearing in the Ml operator have been taken
from Ref. 46. The values used for gi and g, are 1 and

0.7gf, respectively

The agreement between calculated and experimental
valuesi is rough; in general, the weak transitions
are calculated to be weak and the strong ones to be
strong. Nevertheless, the experimental value of
$(MI;—', , ~—,', ) in 's Ir is predicted too large. This is
due to )he composition of the theoretical wave functions:
The —,', state in ' Ir has a strong component (79%) in

(d &~ X2 i+ ) '~ which is connected to the component
(d 3/i X 2g+ ) of —,', ( —1%) by M 1 transition. In the
other isotopes the state —,', is mainly (s, &i XO,+)'~ which

is not connected to the components of —,', by M1 transi-
tions.

Magnetic moments for ' 'Ir and ' Ir have also been
calculated. We present them in Table VII. If we observe
the experimental value of p(» ) in '9" Ir, these states3 + 191,193

seem to be rather pure dz~ [p'~'(diaz) =0.126 pN]. In
our calculation more than 90%%uo of this state is
(d i~2 XOi+ ) ~, as we mentioned before.

We could expect that the —,
'

i state was (sinai XOi+)'
basically. If we observe its experimental magnetic mo-
ment and compare it with the one predicted by the shell
model [p, '~'(s, &z) =2.79 p~], we can see that it must have
other components and not be pure. Our calculation gives
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FIG. 12. Experimental (Refs. 37 and 47—50) and calculated 8 (E2) s in some positive parity states in Ir isotopes.
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TABLE VI. Comparison between calculated and experimental 8{M1)values (in p~) for ' ' Ir. The experimental data are taken
from Refs. 37, 47, and 49.

J( ~Jf
3+ 1+
21 21
5+ 3+
21 21
3+ 3+
22 21
5+ 3+
Y2 22
7+ 5+
21 21

+ 1 +
21 21
5+ 3+
21 21
3+ 3+
22 21
5+ 3+
22 22
7+ 5+
21 21

191Ir

Expt.

~ 3.1g 10-'

0.032(4)

0.0067(30)

0.55{11)

0.00043(1)

0.0328{31)

0.0029(6)

0.106(16)

0.054(20)

IBFA-2

0.002

0.009

0.073

0.013

0.000016

0.003

0.085

0.025

Nucleus

1s9Ir

193I»

Expt.

0.000016(3)

0.054(12)

0.0048(22)

0.42(14)

0.100(20)

0.000 63(6)

0.058(11)

0.0048(29)

0.109(13)

0.054(20)

IBFA-2

0.000009

0.000 16

0.001

0.012

0.00003

0.005

0.003

0.022

TABLE VlI. Calculated and experimental magnetic mo-
ments (in p~) for ' 'Ir and '9 Ir.

Nucleus

191I 3+
2 1

+
2
5+
2

+
22

Expt.

+ 0.146(1)'

+ 0.542(5)'

+ 0.62(7)'

+ 1.40{38)'

IBFA-2

0.454

1.555

—0.123

for (si~iXOi+)' in the —,
' state a probability of about

80%, about 8% of (d3/7. X2i ), and 9%%uo and 5'%%uo of
(d3~2 X 22+)'~ for ' 'Ir and '9'Ir, respectively. The experi-
mental data have been taken from Refs. 35, 37, 47, 48,
and 51. 3+ 3+

The discrepancy between p,„~,( —,2 ) and p,h~(Tz )

seems to be due to the fact that the calculated —,
'

z does

not correspond to the experimental one. Figure 12 sup-
ports this idea. The differences in the other magnetic mo-
ments may arise from the fact that they are very sensitive
to the choice of the single particle orbits (ordering and
spacing). Another important point is the quenching of
g,', since it enters the single particle part of the Ml

operator. If we used a quenching of g, =0.9g, , we
3+ 1F

would get p( —,
'

i )=+0.181 pN (+0.213 pN) and

p( —,i )=+2.045 pN (+2.150 pN) for ' 'Ir (' Ir). Then,
the smaller quenching of g, =0.9g, seems to account

better for the magnetic moment of the ground state.
However, p, ( —,

'
&

) is still overestimated because of the

large s i&2 component. This may be avoided by raising the

s&~2 single particle orbit. As a conclusion, me can say
that a more precise knowledge of the single particle orbits
is crucial in order to study the Ml properties in odd-even
nuclei.

An additional test of the wave functions could be made

by comparing the spectroscopic factors for one nucleon
transfer. Work in this direction is in progress.

D. Negative parity states

We present in Table VIII some experimental data for
E2 and M1 transitions, moments, and mixing ratios
found in the literature ' on negative parity states along
with their corresponding calculated values. The parame-
ters used are those given for positive parity states. The
good agreement for these negative parity states is remark-
able. It is worth noticing that the composition of the
wave functions of the» and —", , states in ' 'Ir is main-

ly ( —", X2&+) (58%) and (
—", X2z+) (32%) for the —', ,

and ( —,
' XOi+) (54%) and (

—", X2~+) (40%) for the
—", , , yielding a value of the 8(E2;—', , ~—", , ) in agree-
ment with the experimental data. This represents a more
complex situation than those discussed in Ref. 54.

3 +
2

+
21
5 +
21
3+
22

'Reference 35.
Reference 48.

'Reference 37.
References 47 and 51.

+ 0.163(6)'

+ 0.504(3)'

+ 0.73(13)'

+ 1.02{38)'

0.501

1.143

—0.112

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented in this paper a complete set of calcu-
lations of the odd-proton (77II 79Au) and the odd-neutron
(7sPt) isotropic chains within the framework of the
proton-neutron interacting boson-fermion model. Single j
calculations have been performed to describe those bands
built mainly on a single j shell with high spin, and in or-
der to describe configurations in which several single-
particle levels are involved we have done multilevel calcu-
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TABLE VIII. Electromagnetic properties of the h11qz band in ' Ir and ' 'Ir. The experimental data
are taken from Refs. 33 and 34.

Nucleus Property Expt. IBFA-2

187Ir
B(E2;~,~ 2, )

8 (E2' —-+—)
15 11

~22 21
8{E2'——+—)

15 13
s22 21

5(E2/M 1){2, '2,

5(E2/M1)( 2,~ 2, )

5(E2/M 1)( 2, 2, )

5{E2/m1)( —",, —",
, )

5(E2/M1)( 2,-+
2 ])

1 7-+1".4

0 8+06

& 0.1

—0.4g5 ~ —0. 15

0.25—0.40

0.15—0.25

5p0.28

0.0—0.25

0.4

0.6

0.09

—0.182

0.323

0.735

0.203

B{E2;2, 2, )

P( '2', )

5(E2/hf 1

5(E2/M 1)(

5(E2/M1}{ 2 2
—+ 21)

5(E2/M1){ 2, 2, )

0.37+0.04

3.27%0. 12 pN

6.026%0.036 pN

0.10—0.30

0.20—0.50

0.2—0.5

)5/ &0.05

0.405 e212

6.68 pN

0.486

0.045

0.15

0.592

lations. It has been shown that the proton-neutron IBFA
is able to describe the main features of the energy spectra
of these isotopic chains accounting for the transition from
O(6)-plus-particle to SU(3)-plus-particle limits of IBFA.
With the present parametrization only three parameters
are needed to describe a complete chain and these are
fixed or vary smoothly

These calculations where proton and neutron degrees of
freedom are treated explicitly seen& to confirm the general
feeling that the quadrupole-quadrupole force between the
odd neutron (proton) and the core nucleus is dominated by
the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction of the odd neutron
(proton) and the protons (neutrons) in the core nucleus.

This work shows that entire regions of the Table ofNu-
clides can be correlated within the relatively simple frame-
work of IBFA-2. Due to the previously mentioned
behavior of the parameters needed in this model, it is a
straightforward task to extrapolate the calculations to-
wards nuclear regions not yet experimentally studied and

to make predictions on properties hitherto unknown.
In general, electromagnetic properties are poorly repro-

duced by the IBFA-2 calculations. Some IBFA-2 calcula-
tions have already been carried out in the transitional re-
gion SU(5)~SU(3) (Xe-Cs).2~'s2's In order to complete
this study to check the scope and limitations of the model,
calculations in the transitional region O(6)~SU(5) (Pd-
Rh) are in progress.
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